Amino acid residues in the T cell receptor CDR3 determine the antigenic reactivity patterns of insulin-reactive hybridomas.
We examined TCR gene usage in a panel of beef insulin/I-Ad-restricted T cell hybrids obtained from BALB/c mice. These hybrids demonstrated several distinct patterns of reactivity defined by their ability to respond to species variants of insulin. Correlation of TCR-alpha and -beta-gene usage with these patterns of reactivity demonstrated that TCR gene usage was restricted within Ag reactivity groups. In particular, V-J junctional regions (CDR3 equivalent) were restricted with conserved junctional amino acid motifs present in both TCR-alpha- and -beta-chains. Comparison of TCR gene usage in hybrids expressing identical V alpha and V beta gene segments but demonstrating different patterns of reactivity revealed that changes in either J alpha and/or J beta gene segment usage could alter antigenic reactivity. Indeed, single or limited amino acid differences within the CDR3 region were sufficient to markedly alter fine specificity. These data demonstrate the critical role for CDR3 in determining antigenic reactivity in beef insulin-reactive hybrids and are compatible with the current model of TCR/peptide/MHC interaction.